The RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) of hepatitis C virus (HCV) is essential for viral genome replication. Crystal structures of the HCV RdRp reveal two C-terminal features, a ␤-loop and a C-terminal arm, suitably located for involvement in positioning components of the initiation complex. Here we show that these two elements intimately regulate template and nucleotide binding, initiation, and elongation. We constructed a series of ␤-loop and C-terminal arm mutants, which were used for in vitro analysis of RdRp de novo initiation and primer extension activities. All mutants showed a substantial decrease in initiation activities but a marked increase in primer extension activities, indicating an ability to form more stable elongation complexes with long primer-template RNAs. Structural studies of the mutants indicated that these enzyme properties might be attributed to an increased flexibility in the C-terminal features resulting in a more open polymerase cleft, which likely favors the elongation process but hampers the initiation steps. A UTP cocrystal structure of one mutant shows, in contrast to the wild-type protein, several alternate conformations of the substrate, confirming that even subtle changes in the C-terminal arm result in a more loosely organized active site and flexible binding modes of the nucleotide. We used a subgenomic replicon system to assess the effects of the same mutations on viral replication in cells. Even the subtlest mutations either severely impaired or completely abolished the ability of the replicon to replicate, further supporting the concept that the correct positioning of both the ␤-loop and C-terminal arm plays an essential role during initiation and in HCV replication in general.
V iral RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRps) represent the catalytic core that facilitates genome replication of RNA viruses. In order to maintain genome integrity, all RdRps must have a mechanism for initiating replication effectively. In vivo, viral RdRps can initiate genome synthesis by using either a primerdependent or a de novo (primer-independent) mechanism (1, 2). In the primer-dependent mechanism, a short oligonucleotide or a protein is used to provide an initial platform on which the nascent strand is built. In de novo initiation, the RdRp links the second incoming nucleotide to the already present nucleotide known as the initiating nucleotide (NTPi). The hepatitis C virus (HCV) RdRp and other related viral RdRps utilize such a mechanism in vivo (1, 2) , although primer-dependent synthesis can be measured in vitro. Recently, short di-and trinucleotide primers have been used to produce stalled, highly stable elongation complexes (3) .
Crystal structures of viral RdRps from ϳ20 distinct positivesense RNA virus families have been determined . These viral RdRps assume the prototypical "right-hand" architecture characteristic of all polymerases, with subdomains termed fingers, palm, and thumb. Additional features have been identified in viral RdRp structures, which are likely critical for priming, elongation, and processivity. For example, extended loops common to all viral RdRps interconnect the finger and thumb domains to encircle the active site. These loops have been shown to have a role in discrimination between double-and single-stranded templates (26) . Although structurally diverse overall, a number of common activesite features have been identified among the de novo-initiating RdRps. These polymerases, including those of members of the Flaviviridae family (4-7, 13, 17, 18) , bacteriophage 6 (8) , and members of the Reoviridae (9) , possess an elaborate thumb domain as well as C-terminal features with loops that penetrate deep into the active site. Such features and extensions, which are absent in the prototypical (or "classical") primer-dependent DNA polymerases and reverse transcriptases (RTs), could conceivably play a role in de novo initiation. The HCV RdRp, encoded by the viral NS5B gene, contains two such structural elements: a ␤-loop in the thumb domain and a long flexible C-terminal arm (4-7, 13, 17, 18) . When superimposed onto the ternary complex of HIV RTdouble-stranded DNA (dsDNA), the ␤-loop clashes with the bound duplex, and both elements block the natural exit from the NS5B active site. This finding has led to speculations that in HCV NS5B, one or both elements may regulate RNA binding and positioning.
Studies using recombinant HCV NS5B mutants with either the ␤-loop or the C-terminal arm removed have begun to define the roles of these elements. The removal of either element results in improved in vitro activity (27) (28) (29) . However, this is accompanied by a relaxed specificity during initiation. It has been shown that mutants lacking the ␤-loop can initiate at internal sites on the template or use double-stranded RNA templates not used by the wild-type (WT) enzyme (1, 28) . Furthermore, the removal of either element affects the mode of initiation used. In vitro, HCV NS5B can use either a de novo or a primer-dependent mode of initiation. An rGTP-dependent mechanism for discrimination between these methods of initiation has also been demonstrated, whereby rGTP binding at the NTPi site inhibits primer-dependent initiation (6, 30) . This effect is dramatically decreased, however, in the absence of either the ␤-loop or the C-terminal arm.
In this work, we demonstrate that even the subtlest changes, such as Tyr-to-Phe or Asp-to-Glu changes, introduced by sitedirected mutagenesis into the ␤-loop or C-terminal arm can have significant effects on in vitro activities and ultimately on viral replication. These effects are shown to culminate in altered rNTP binding, dramatically reduced initiation activities, and improved primer extension capabilities.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein expression and purification. NS5B of genotype 1b strain J4 was previously cloned into pET23a with a C-terminal His tag and a C-terminal 21-amino-acid truncation (NS5B-⌬21) (7). The protein was expressed in Escherichia coli and purified as described previously (7), with one additional purification step. After elution from Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) Superflow resin, fractions containing NS5B were pooled and applied onto poly(U)-Sepharose 4B resin (Amersham Biosciences), preequilibrated with buffer A (150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM dithiothreitol [DTT], 10 mM Tris [pH 7.5]). The column was washed with 20 column volumes of buffer A, and the protein was eluted with a 200-ml gradient of buffer B (1 M NaCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM DTT, 10 mM Tris [pH 7.5]). Fractions were checked for purity by SDS-PAGE on a 12.5% acrylamide gel. Fractions of Ͼ95% purity were pooled and dialyzed against storage buffer (100 mM Tris [pH 8], 300 mM NaCl, 30% glycerol, and 5 mM DTT). Mutations were created in HCV J4 NS5B-⌬21 cDNA by using the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). The entire cDNA was then sequenced to confirm the presence of the mutation and that no additional changes had occurred inadvertently. The mutant plasmids were transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) cells and expressed and purified in the same manner as for the wild-type protein.
Preparation of a 3=-NCR RNA template for RdRp activity assays. The pGEM92f 3=-NCR plasmid, containing a 696-bp sequence encompassing the 3= noncoding region (NCR) and part of NS5B, was linearized with ScaI and used for in vitro transcription reactions with a T7 RiboMAX largescale RNA production kit (Promega). After treatment with DNase I, the RNA transcript was purified by phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation and desalted by using a G-50 Nick spin column (Pharmacia), eluting the product into 10 mM Tris (pH 7.6). RNA was quantified by measurement of the optical density at 260 nm, and integrity was checked by agarose gel electrophoresis.
Primer extension assays. Extension reactions were performed with 37-l volumes containing 200 nM NS5B, 1.72 g/ml 3= NCR, 3.2 mM MgCl 2 , 2 M UTP, 8 Ci/ml [␣- 33 P]UTP (Amersham Bioscience), 500 M GTP, 500 M CTP, 500 M ATP, 125 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris (pH 7), 1 mM DTT, and 0.4 U/l RNasin (Promega). Reaction mixtures were incubated at 30°C for the times indicated, and reactions were stopped by the addition of an equal volume of 0.1 M EDTA in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Aliquots of the reaction mix were spotted onto DEAE filter mats (PerkinElmer), and unincorporated nucleotides were removed by washing twice for 15 min in 2ϫ saline-sodium citrate buffer (300 mM NaCl, 30 mM sodium citrate [pH 7.0]) and then once in 95% ethanol. Filter mats were dried, sealed in sample bags containing 10 ml Optiscint HiSafe scintillation fluid (PerkinElmer), and measured for radioactive counts with a Wallac 1205 MicroBeta counter. Radiolabel specific activity was determined by spotting an aliquot of the quenched reaction mix onto the filter mat after the washing steps. In single-cycle experiments, reaction mixtures included 8 Ci/ml [␣-
33 P]GTP (PerkinElmer) and only 3 M cold GTP. NS5B and 3=-NCR RNA were incubated for 20 min at 30°C, and reactions were started by the addition of nucleotides and 0.25 mg/ml heparin (Sigma-Aldrich).
De novo initiation assays. Initiation assays were performed with 40-l volumes containing freshly purified mutant and wild-type NS5B samples at 500 nM; 300 nM 3=-dideoxy-terminated RNA (5=-CCUUCU AUCUCGUAUACC dd -3=); 4 mM MgCl 2 ; 300 nM each ATP, CTP, and UTP; 200 nM GTP, 0.5 l of [␣-
33 P]GTP (10 Ci/ml; MP Biomedicals); 25 mM NaCl; 25 mM Tris (pH 7.5); 1 mM DTT; 0.4 U/l RNasin (Promega); and 0.25% Triton X-100. Reaction mixtures were preincubated for 15 min at 27°C, and reactions were started by the addition of cold and labeled rGTP. Assays were allowed to proceed for up to 120 min and stopped by adding formamide (90%, vol/vol), SDS (0.03%, wt/vol), and 100 mM EDTA to the mixtures. Assay samples were loaded and separated on a 20% acrylamide-7 M urea denaturing 1ϫ Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) gel. A Typhoon 9400 scanner (GE Healthcare) was used to image and analyze the gels.
Cell cultures. Cell monolayers of the human hepatoma cell line Huh-7 (31) were routinely grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM; Invitrogen Life Technologies) lacking sodium pyruvate and supplemented with 4.5 mg/ml glucose, 2 mM L-glutamine, 0.1 mM nonessential amino acids, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 g/ml streptomycin, and 10% fetal calf serum. Cell lines were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO 2 and passaged twice weekly by treatment with 0.05% trypsin-0.02% EDTA and seeding at a dilution of 1:3 to 1:5.
Plasmid constructions. Construction of pPI-ETSacIIJ4 was based on the genotype 1b strain Con1 transient luciferase replicon vector PI-ET (32) , in which the Con1 NS5B region had been replaced by J4 sequences. Mutations were created in the pPI_ETSacIIJ4 cDNA by using the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The entire cDNA was then sequenced to confirm the presence of the mutation and that no additional change had taken place inadvertently.
Preparation of replicon RNA. Runoff transcripts of HCV replicon RNA were generated by linearizing pPI_ETSacIIJ4 plasmid DNA with consecutive restriction digests using AseI and ScaI (New England BioLabs). The linearized DNA was extracted with phenol-chloroform, ethanol precipitated, and dissolved in RNase-free deionized water. In vitro transcription reactions were set up by using 1 g of linearized DNA as a template, in 100-l volumes, using the T7 RiboMAX large-scale RNA production system (Promega) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Reaction mixtures were incubated for 4 h at 30°C before the addition of a further 100 U of T7 RNA polymerase and further incubation at 30°C for 1.5 h. Reactions were terminated, and the template DNA was degraded by incubation with 20 U of RQ1 RNase-free DNase for 1 h at 37°C. The RNA product was purified by using RNeasy kits (Qiagen), by eluting the RNA in 50 l of RNase-free deionized water. RNA was quan-tified by measurement of the optical density at 260 nm, and integrity was checked by agarose gel electrophoresis.
Transient-replication assays. Subconfluent monolayers of Huh-7 cells were detached from the culture dish by treatment with trypsin and 0.02% EDTA, washed with 50 ml PBS, and resuspended in 1ϫ Optimix solution (Equibio Ltd.) containing 2 mM ATP and 5 mM glutathione, to give a final concentration of 1 ϫ 10 7 cells/ml. The cell suspension (400 l) was mixed with 10 g replicon RNA by gentle pipetting, transferred into a 0.4-cm electroporation cuvette, and subjected to an electric pulse at 950 F and 270 V by using a Gene Pulser apparatus (Bio-Rad). Electroporated cells were mixed with 9 ml of DMEM (supplemented as described above for normal cell culture procedures), and 2 ml of the cell suspension was seeded into 32-mm-diameter wells in cell culture plates. Plates were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO 2 and harvested at the given time points. Medium was removed from cells and replaced with 400 l of Glo Lysis buffer (Promega). After incubation for 10 min at room temperature, cells were washed off the bottom of the well, and the cell suspension was removed. Duplicate 100-l volumes of the cell suspension were mixed with 25 l of luciferase reagent (Promega) in the wells of white opaque OptiPlate 96-well plates (PerkinElmer) and incubated in the dark for 5 min before measurement of luminescence by using a Packard TopCount NXT instrument. Values obtained for cells harvested at 4 h posttransfection were used to normalize the data for transfection efficiency.
Protein crystallization and X-ray data collection. Purified wild-type and mutant NS5B proteins were concentrated to 7 to 10 mg/ml in a solution containing 600 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM DTT, and 10 mM Tris (pH 7.5). Crystals were grown by the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method at 18°C with mixing of 1:1 volumes of the protein and a reservoir solution containing 50 mM morpholineethanesulfonic acid (MES) (pH 5.0), 20% polyethylene glycol 4000 (PEG 4000), 10% glycerol, and 5 mM DTT (7). Wild-type NS5B-⌬21 and the W550A, D559E, and Y448F mutants produced crystals with dimensions of up to 60 m by 60 m by 400 m under these conditions. Crystals of the W550N mutant, which were much smaller, were transferred into reservoir solution containing 22% PEG 4000 and crushed to produce crystal seeds. Seeds were streaked into hanging drops set up as described above and grew into crystals with maximum dimensions of 40 m by 40 m by 500 m. Crystals were flashfrozen in liquid nitrogen after soaking for 10 to 30 s in cryoprotectant containing 50 mM MES (pH 5.1), 20% glycerol, 5 mM DTT, and 20% PEG 4000. For the W550N/UTP/Mn 2ϩ complex, 12 mM UTP was soaked into crystals for 6 min before transferring them into cryoprotectant solution containing 15 mM MnCl 2 . Crystals were maintained at 100 K by using an Oxford Cryosystems cryostream, and diffraction data were collected with a MAR345 image plate detector and an ADSC Quantum 4R charge-coupled-device (CCD) detector at the Synchrotron Radiation Source, Daresbury Laboratory, on stations 14.1 and 14.2. Analysis of the diffraction data showed that all crystals were isomorphous to the previously determined wild-type crystal form, also belonging to space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 , with typical unit cell dimensions of a ϭ 106 Å, b ϭ 108 Å, and c ϭ 134 Å (7). The Matthews parameter, V M , was 2.91 Å 3 Da Ϫ1 , assuming two molecules in the asymmetric unit. Further details are collated in Table 1 .
Structure determination and refinement. Data were indexed, scaled, and reduced by using the programs DENZO and SCALEPACK (33) . Phases were derived from the structure of wild-type apo-NS5B-⌬21 (PDB accession number 1NB4) (7). Iterative refinement and manual rebuilding of the respective models were performed by using the programs COOT and PHENIX (34, 35) . After initial rigid body refinement of the W550N/ Mn 2ϩ /UTP complex, electron density was apparent in an F o ϪF c difference map in the region of the catalytic site. By using COOT, two Mn 2ϩ and two UTP molecules were modeled into this density, with the triphosphate occupying alternate conformations. The program PROCHECK (36) was used for geometrical and stereochemical verification of the models. A summary of diffraction data and refinement statistics is shown in Table 1 .
Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). Sedimentation velocity experiments were performed on a Beckman model XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge. Samples were dialyzed into a solution containing 10 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 600 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 5 mM ␤-mercaptoethanol and concentrated to a final concentration of 2 M. The partial specific volume 
, where ͗I h ͘ is the mean intensity of symmetry-related reflections, I h,i . c The size of test set was Յ7.0%.
of the proteins was calculated based on the amino acid composition, and the temperature-corrected density of the solvent was calculated from the chemical composition of the buffer by using the computer program SEDNTERP V 1.08. Sedimentation velocity runs were carried out with 400 l of protein samples and 400 l of matching reference buffer loaded into two-channel aluminum centerpieces in an An-60 Ti rotor. Data were collected for 320 min at 7°C, using a rotor speed of 60,000 rpm. Sample sedimentation was detected by using Rayleigh interference optics. Multiple scans at different time points were fitted to a continuous size distribution by using the program SEDFIT V 8.8 (37) .
RESULTS
In order to study in detail the functional roles of the NS5B ␤-loop and C-terminal arm, single point mutations were designed to disrupt either element without introducing drastic structural changes. We previously determined the structure of HCV NS5B from the HCV J4 strain with a C-terminal 21-residue truncation (PDB accession number 1NB4) (7), and by using our model as a guide, three sites were selected for mutation: Y448 in the ␤-loop and W550 and D559 in the C-terminal arm. All the residues chosen are highly conserved among HCV sequences and are involved in stabilizing interactions with the three major domains of NS5B: palm, thumb, and fingers (Fig. 1A) . Tyrosine 448 is located on the tip of the ␤-loop and stabilizes the loop by forming a hydrogen bond with the Y195 main chain in the palm domain (Fig. 1B) . This residue is of additional interest because when HCV NS5B is superimposed onto the reovirus polymerase 3/RNA complex or the 6 polymerase/RNA complex (8, 9), NS5B Y448 is in the position equivalent to that of the 6 tyrosine residue, which forms a stacking platform for the rNTPi. Tryptophan 550 is at the center of a string of completely conserved hydrophobic residues (L547, W550, and F551), which form tight interactions with thumb domain residues, tethering the C-terminal arm to the putative RNA binding cleft (Fig. 1C) . Aspartate 559 is situated further along and tightly connects the C-terminal arm with the finger domain by forming charged interactions with three separate residues in this domain (S96, R168, and K172) (Fig. 1D) . Role of residue 448 in the ␤-loop and residues 550 and 559 in the C-terminal arm. Y448A, Y448F, W550A, W550N, and D559E mutations were introduced into our previously established HCV J4 NS5B-⌬21 construct (7). Mutant and wild-type (WT) NS5B proteins were all expressed, purified, assayed, and crystallized in an identical manner. In vitro enzyme activities were studied in detail with de novo initiation and primer extension assays. De novo initiation experiments were carried out with a 3=-dideoxy-terminated 18-mer RNA template, which is incapable of "copy-back" or self-priming. In order to collect more biologically relevant data, the template RNA chosen for the extension assays was a subgenomic sequence with a length of 407 nucleotides (nt) containing the entire HCV 3= noncoding region (NCR) and part of the coding sequence for NS5B.
The results of in vitro RdRp activity assays performed over a 60-min time course are summarized in Fig. 2A . Mutations at all three positions resulted in increased nucleotide incorporation activity compared to that of the parent enzyme. This finding suggests that even subtle local changes in the ␤-loop and C-terminal arm, and not just large truncations (27) (28) (29) 47) , regulate overall RdRp activity. At positions where additional mutations were introduced, greater alterations in residue properties resulted in more pronounced effects. For example, the subtle mutation of tyrosine to phenylalanine in ␤-loop residue 448 gave only a slight increase in nucleotide incorporation at the 60-min time point, whereas the complete removal of the aromatic ring in the Y448A mutant resulted in a 1.7-fold increase. Similarly, C-terminal arm W550A and W550N mutants gave 1.5-fold and 2.53-fold increases, respectively, over WT NS5B incorporation at the 60-min time point (Fig. 2A) . Several NS5B activity studies have focused on the importance of hydrophobic forces in the C-terminal interfaces. However, the 1.5-fold increase in activity shown by the D559E mutant after 60 min demonstrates that polar interactions are also important for definitive C-terminal arm positioning (Fig. 1A) .
␤-Loop and C-terminal arm regulation occurs during template binding. A close examination of data from nucleotide incorporation assays showed that the difference between WT and mutant activities was more pronounced in the earlier stages of the reaction (range, 0 to 20 min) ( Fig. 2A) , indicating that the WT enzyme has a longer lag phase than the mutants. This raised the question as to whether the NS5B mutants are simply able to bind template RNA more rapidly than the WT. In order to address this point, single-cycle RdRp assays were performed, in which each enzyme molecule can undergo only one round of nucleotide incorporation (Fig. 2B) . In these assays, enzymes were incubated with template RNA prior to the start of the reaction, to allow the formation of a preinitiation complex. After 20 min, reactions were started by simultaneously adding nucleotides and heparin to the mixture. Heparin sequesters any unbound enzyme at the start of the reaction as well as any that falls off the template RNA subsequently during a reaction. Hence, the amount of activity observed is directly proportional to the amount of complex formation during the initial incubation stage. In this type of assay, all mutants were more active than the WT, although the most conservative mutant, Y448F, essentially behaved like the parent enzyme (Fig.  2B) . Furthermore, the difference between WT and mutant activities was even more pronounced than under conditions where all rNTPs were supplied and heparin was not present. At the 60-min time point, the Y448A and W550A mutants had twice the amount of label incorporated, the D559E mutant had more than 5 times the amount of label incorporated, and the W550N mutant had nearly 13 times the amount of label incorporated by the WT. These in vitro activity assays show that the mutants more readily form catalytically competent complexes with the template RNA during the preincubation period.
Effect of residue 448 in the ␤-loop and residues 550 and 559 in the C-terminal arm on de novo initiation. Wild-type NS5B and the Y448F, W550N, and D559E mutants were tested in de novo initiation assays to determine the potential effects that subtle alterations in the ␤-loop and C-terminal arm might have on the assembly of a competent initiation complex. Analysis of the resulting RNA products on an acrylamide-urea denaturing gel showed that WT NS5B is capable of forming the expected 18-mer RNA copies albeit in a distributive fashion (Fig. 3) . Under the chosen reaction conditions, n ϩ 1 products (19-mers) were also observed, presumably due to the slight molar excess of enzyme over substrates and the known terminal transferase properties of HCV NS5B. However, the three mutant RdRps displayed significantly altered initiation behaviors. The Y448F mutant showed residual activity and faint bands for the expected product (Fig. 3) . The W550N and D559E mutants were essentially unable to initiate de novo, which may indicate that the NS5B active-site cavity of these two mutants was sufficiently altered and that a stable initiation complex could not be formed. Crystallographic and hydrodynamic studies were carried out to address this question at the molecular level. Additional flexibility in the C-terminal arm affects the mode of nucleotide binding and impedes initiation. In order to dissect the underlying structural basis for the altered de novo priming activities, the shortened lag phase, and the faster RNA template binding exhibited by the mutants, the crystal structures of the W550A, W550N, D559E, and Y448F mutants were determined. With the exception of the W550N mutant, all the mutants crystallized under exactly the same conditions as those for the ⌬21 wildtype protein (7). The W550N mutant precipitated rapidly under native growth conditions, yielding only small crystals. However, larger crystals were grown successfully from seeds created from first-generation crystals under these conditions. All mutant crystals were isomorphous to the P2 1 2 1 2 1 crystal form of WT NS5B (7), with two independent NS5B molecules per asymmetric unit. In all of the structures, residues 1 to 565 could be placed unambiguously and refined for both copies within the asymmetric unit, before the His 6 -tagged C terminus of NS5B became completely disordered. At position 448, the density corresponding to the phenylalanine is discontinuous between the main chain and the aromatic side chain, possibly indicating rapid movements due to the lacking hydrogen bond in WT NS5B (Fig. 4A) . The electron density corresponding to the main-chain and side-chain atoms of residues 538 to 550 is less well defined than that in the corresponding region of the wild-type NS5B density maps, suggesting increased flexibility of the C-terminal arm (Fig. 4B) . The electron density around residue 559 in the D559E mutant indicates that, unlike the internal "salt-bridged" aspartate in wild-type NS5B, the longer glutamate side chain is pointing away from the finger domain in an external orientation (Fig. 4C) . In this position, the glutamate does not interact with the protein matrix, thereby causing destabilization and an increased flexibility of the C-terminal arm in the D559E protein. Crystallographic details and refinement statistics are summarized in Table 1 .
It was suspected that the accelerated template binding exhibited by the C-terminal arm mutants might be a result of increased interior movements, thus creating more space in the RNA binding cleft. Structural comparisons, however, showed few substantial differences in ␣-carbon positions between any of the mutants and the WT NS5B structure, in terms of overall structural changes around the site of the mutation. In fact, the maximum root mean square (RMS) deviation between the positions of C ␣ atoms in any mutant NS5B molecule and the equivalent WT molecule was 0.473 Å, which is only slightly above the estimated coordinate error (34, 35) .
More significant local movements, however, were observed for the W550N/UTP complex than for the WT/UTP complex determined at a very similar resolution. Comparison of ␣-carbon positions revealed that there were concerted movements in the ␤-flap, the C-terminal arm, and, significantly, helix R (residues 458 to 467). The movements in this region were ϳ0.5 Å in the ␤-flap, ϳ1.0 Å in the C-terminal arm (residues 530 to 565), and up to 1.2 Å in helix R. Furthermore, careful analysis of either relative intramolecular temperature factor indicated that the mutations had created more flexibility within the mutated elements and surrounding regions. This was most significant for the W550N structure, where higher relative temperature factor values and, presumably, a higher degree of flexibility are associated with the hydrophobic residues, which occupy the RNA binding cleft. The ratios of the mean B-factor values of residues 546 to 551 to those of the entire protein are 2.29 and 3.07 for molecules A and B, respectively. These values are significantly higher than those obtained for the WT structure, 1.72 and 1.81 for molecules A and B, respectively.
In order to examine the effect of C-terminal arm flexibility on substrate binding, the structure of the W550N mutant in complex with UTP and Mn 2ϩ ions was determined. The structure of HCV J4 NS5B in complex with UTP and Mn 2ϩ ions was previously determined (PDB accession number 1NB6) (7) . In this complex, a single UTP molecule is present in the NTPi ϩ1 (catalytic) site but not in the NTPi (priming) site. When the W550N structure was refined by using the apo-⌬21 structure (accession number 1NB4) as a starting model, examination of an F o ϪF c map showed several electron density peaks at least 4 times higher than the RMS density at the catalytic GDD motif (residues 317 to 319) in both NS5B copies. Initially, two catalytic metal ions and a triphosphate moiety were modeled into the density in both molecules (Fig. 4D) . Superposition of the W550N complex onto that of the corresponding wild-type NS5B structure, using palm domain residues, placed equivalent Mn 2ϩ ions within 0.5 Å of one another. Further inspection of F o ϪF c density maps revealed additional features near the nucleoside and the triphosphate moieties of each UTP molecule. In contrast to wild-type NS5B, the W550N mutant appears to bind the triphosphate in two alternate conformations, as shown in Fig. 4 . Careful refinement in PHENIX (35) revealed that the W550N mutant binds UTP in two conformations, with approximate occupancies of 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. While the positions of the ribose moiety and the ␣-phosphate group in the two alternate UTP conformations in the W550N mutant are in good agreement, greater differences were found for the positions of the ␤-and ␥-phosphates. Conformation A is stabilized by interactions with metal A (near D319) and R158 (in motif F) and roughly corresponds to the "curled" binding mode reported for T7 DNA polymerase and HIV-1 RT (38, 39) . Conformation B, however, is more extended and very closely resembles that described previously for wild-type HCV J4 NS5B (7) . As in the wild-type NS5B structure, the UTP ␥-phosphate in the W550N mutant is stabilized by main-chain interactions with C223 and interactions with basic residues on the fingertips (R48). Interestingly, the mutation of W550 to Asn appears to introduce a greater degree of flexibility into the C-terminal arm as well as the RdRp active site. Consequently, the position of the triphosphate moiety is able to shift relative to the metal ion positions in both the wild-type and the mutant structures. Interestingly, the triphosphate moiety in molecule A of the W550N mutant superimposes well onto that of the UTP/NS5B complex of the BK strain of HCV (PDB accession number 1GX6) (6) . The increase in flexibility and repositioning of the rNTP in the W550N complex could possibly lead to an occasional shortening of the distance between the P-and C-site rNTP positions and, thus, facilitate the formation of the first phosphodiester bond during de novo initiation, thereby providing a plausible structural explanation for the noticeable lack of a lag phase in the W550 mutants.
C-terminal arm mutations allow a more open structure in solution. Pairwise superpositions of structures were restricted to
FIG 4
SigmaA-weighted 2mF o ϪDF c electron density maps contoured at 1.2 RMS deviations above the mean density corresponding to Y448F, W550N, and D559E mutations. All models were refined and density maps were calculated with Phenix1.9 (see Table 1 for details). The figures were rendered with PyMol. (A) Phenylalanine 448 and surrounding residues in the finger (blue), palm (red), and thumb (green) domains. Note how the densities corresponding to the F448 and M414 side chains are significantly lower than those for adjacent residues (residues 193, 197, 447, and 551). (B) In the W550N mutant, the hydrophobic pocket ‫)ء(‬ originally filled by the indole ring of W550 in WT NS5B is no longer occupied. The W550N mutation causes substantial motions near the site of mutation, and thus, features in the density maps around residues G549 and L548 are less well defined. (C) The side chain of E559 has moved away from the original D559 location near K172 and R168 (faint in the background) and is now oriented more toward the bulk solvent. G557 is situated immediately next to the NTPi site, which explains why slight movements in this region can directly affect catalysis. (D) Bias-free electron density omit map superimposed on the W550A/UTP/Mn complex (light gray carbons, W550N mutant; dark gray carbons, UTP; green, Mn 2ϩ ). The phosphate moieties adopt two alternate conformations with approximately equal occupancies. In complex "UTPa," the phosphates are in close contact with both metal ions, resembling the classical binding mode first described for T7 DNA polymerase and HIV-1 reverse transcriptase. "UTPb" more closely resembles the binding mode found for wild-type HCV J4 NS5B (46) , where the ␥-phosphate interacts with metal B on the left and basic residues on the finger domain (e.g., R48, K51, and R158). matching the catalytically relevant RdRp regions (encompassing motifs A, B, C, and E), while "peripheral" regions, such as the finger, fingertip, and thumb domains, were omitted from these superpositions. Interestingly, the most obvious differences in these comparisons were observed for the W550N mutant and WT NS5B. The resulting distance plot (Fig. 5A) shows small deviations of Ͻ0.5 Å for residues 1 to 380 and larger movements of Ͼ0.5 Å for the remaining residues in the thumb domain. Not surprisingly, the C-terminal arm shows deviations of well above 1 Å (Fig. 5A) . However, the subtlest differences in the comparison of ␣-carbon positions can be found between the Y448F mutant structure and the parent structure. Except for a few sharp peaks corresponding to both fingertip regions (residues 18 to 40 and 145 to 155) and 2 surface loops in the finger and thumb domains, the deviations are consistently around or less than 0.5 Å (Fig. 5B) .
Given the subtlety of these overall differences between the WT and the ␤-loop and C-terminal arm mutants, it cannot be completely ruled out that the restraints imposed by the crystal lattice prevent larger domain motions. Therefore, two of the mutants (W550A and W550N) were analyzed alongside the WT by sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) to determine whether any structural differences occur in solution. Experiments were performed at 7°C with Ͼ600 mM NaCl and with a glycerol content of 10% to maintain protein monodispersity. Under these conditions, the W550A and W550N mutants had observed sedimentation coefficients of 1.66 and 1.65, respectively, values significantly lower than that for the wild-type protein, 1.72 (Fig. 6) . This finding suggests that in solution, the mutants have a less spherical shape than the wild-type enzyme, likely due to Cterminal arm movement or partial detachment from the remainder of the NS5B structure, as seen tentatively for the W550N/UTP complex ( Fig. 4D and 5A) . It is also possible that the movement of the thumb domain may be a contributing factor, as crystal structures of NS5B with up to 55 of the residues removed from the C terminus (NS5B-⌬55) show an 8°rotation of the thumb domain compared to our His-tagged NS5B-⌬21 structures (6, 7).
␤-Loop and C-terminal arm functions are essential for replication in cells. In order to investigate further how subtle ␤-loop and C-terminal arm mutations might affect complete viral replication, the same mutations were tested in a transient HCV replicon assay. The respective mutations were introduced into an HCV subgenomic replicon clone, pPI_ETSacIIJ4, a construct containing NS3-NS5B genes from the J4 strain of HCV and a firefly luciferase reporter gene. As a negative control, a completely replica- tion-deficient construct was also engineered by mutating one of the essential catalytic aspartates (D318N). Modified replicon RNAs and wild-type RNA were transfected into Huh-7 cells by electroporation. Luciferase activity was measured in cells harvested at 4 h posttransfection and subsequently at daily intervals. Due to differences in transfection efficiency, values were normalized by expressing them as a percentage of the luciferase activity determined at 4 h posttransfection (Fig. 7) . All mutations substantially affected the level of viral replication in the replicon system, suggesting that both the ␤-hairpin and C-terminal arm are critical for HCV replication in vivo. In general, there was an inverse correlation between in vitro activities and viral replication in cells, whereas the mutants that were most active in in vitro elongation assays (W550N and D559E) (Fig. 2B) were effectively as inactive in the replicon system as the negative control (D318N). The three other mutants that were less active in extension assays showed some degree of replication in cells (Fig. 7) . Despite the minimal structural alteration at position 448 (Y448F) and the minor changes in in vitro activities, within the replicon system, the mutant showed an almost 10-fold drop in viral RNA levels after 3 days. These results further confirm that not only the presence but also the precise positioning of the ␤-loop and the C-terminal arm is crucial for NS5B to initiate and replicate properly in cells.
DISCUSSION
De novo initiation during HCV genome replication is an intricate process that involves the correct positioning and stabilization of template RNA, two individual nucleotides, and two metal ions within the initiation complex. In this study, we provide experimental evidence that the loss of a single hydrogen bond or a single Coulomb interaction affects the precise positioning of two prominent C-terminal features, the ␤-loop and C-terminal arm. The slightest perturbations in this important region appear to control the productive binding of both the template RNA and nucleotides and, thus, have major downstream consequences.
It was previously shown that the complete removal of either the ␤-loop or C-terminal arm results in a dramatic change in enzyme activity (1, 2, (27) (28) (29) . In this study, we found that single-residue substitutions designed to disrupt the positioning of these loops have similarly drastic effects: increased primer extension activity in vitro and a severe loss of de novo initiation. The removal of a single hydroxyl group from the ␤-loop or a salt bridge within the C-terminal arm has profound effects on various steps of the NS5B catalytic cycle. However, the phenotypes of the mutants discussed here changed to a much lesser extent, with up to a 2.5-fold increase in activities, compared to other studies, where increases from 5-fold to 150-fold have been reported for complete C-terminal arm or ␤-loop deletants (1, 27, 29) . Previous studies in which the C-terminal arm was gradually shortened suggested that the three conserved hydrophobic residues L547, W550, and F551 are the main stabilizing residues of this region, as in vitro activity increases significantly with the removal of residues 545 to 552 (27) . Additionally, our studies demonstrate that not only hydrophobic interaction surfaces along the C-terminal arm but also electrostatic interactions, namely, those at Asp559 or Glu559, can play an important role in the regulation of initiation and elongation activities. Our crystallographic and hydrodynamic data suggested that this could be due to the mutants adopting a more open structure where C-terminal elements move away from the finger and palm subdomains. Indeed, comparisons of various wild-type NS5B structures demonstrate that the protein can move from a closed to a slightly more open conformation in which the thumb domain is rotated by up to 7° (6, 7, 14) . The concerted movements observed in the thumb domains of the W550A structure and the W550N/ UTP complex are on a somewhat smaller but still significant scale. It is likely that by destabilizing either the ␤-loop or the C-terminal arm, the mutations favor transition into the open, elongating RdRp conformation. Adachi et al. showed previously that alanine mutations of hydrophobic C-terminal arm residues (L547A to F551A) alter the structure adopted by NS5B in crystals from a closed form to a more open form (27) . In the study presented here, our more "conservative" mutants crystallized mostly in the closed form, but localized, concerted movements near the sites of mutation and adjacent regions were still observed (Fig. 5) . When C-terminal domain mutants were tested in a subgenomic replicon system, the respective RNAs showed marked decreases in translation and replication despite having increased RdRp activity in vitro. Similar phenotypes have been found for mutants completely lacking the ␤-loop (28) . As this assay system involves the translation and replication of viral RNA, the effect of any mutation on RNA structure and function has to be considered, in addition to the effects on protein structure. Six regions within the NS5B coding region of the HCV genome have been identified as having conserved elements of secondary structure, which may have functional importance (40) (41) (42) (43) . The region coding for the ␤-loop does not overlap any of these regions; hence, the effects observed are likely to be due to alterations of protein structure. However, the codons for W550 and D559 fall within two of the structured cis-replicating elements identified, 5BSL3.1 and 5BSL3.2, respectively (41) . Previous studies in which these structures were disrupted by synonymous mutations have shown that 5BSL3.2 is absolutely required for efficient replication (41, 42) . Therefore, the distinct lack of replicon activity shown by the D559E mutant might be not only a consequence of poor initiation capabilities but also a result of the disruption of local RNA structures or vital life cycle functions. Previous studies investigating the importance of 5BSL3.1 in replication have provided conflicting results. Two groups have shown that the disruption of these structures has no effect (32, 41) , while another group showed that it was lethal to viral replication (42) . In our study, the W550A mutant showed some replicon activity although at a lower level than that of the wild-type system, and therefore, any change in the RNA structure incurred did not appear to abolish RNA replication completely. As both the W550A and the W550N mutations involved the changing of all three nucleotides within the codon, they probably had similarly pronounced effects on RNA structure. Therefore, the complete lack of W550N replicon activity over W550A or WT replicons must be due at least partially to significant changes in protein structure.
These results indicate that both the ␤-loop and the C-terminal arm are vital for HCV replication and that the loss of even a single hydrogen bond (as in the Y448F mutant) can have detrimental effects. Previous studies suggested that only the presence of the ␤-loop and not the amino acid composition is important for de novo initiation or discrimination against primed templates (30) . However, our data clearly indicate that the primary sequence and the intricate local network of side-chain interactions are essential for the regulation of initiation, elongation, and viral replication in vivo. The somewhat conflicting results from in vitro assays and replicon assays can be reconciled by the fact that these two C-terminal features are vital for the correct selection and proper positioning of the initiation complex components.
Correct initiation opposite the 3= terminus of the template RNA is essential for maintaining genome integrity. Mutations in the ␤-loop and C-terminal arm increase flexibility and allow the protein to assume a more open structure, which in turn may allow the template to pass through the active site, resulting in internal initiation. Internal initiation has indeed been observed for NS5B mutants lacking the ␤-loop (1). Furthermore, increased flexibility creating space in the active-site cleft may decrease the selection of the correct over an incorrect nucleotide. The W550N/UTP cocrystal structure showed that the mutation causes multiple UTP binding modes and a displacement of the catalytic nucleotide from the native binding position. Both incorrect positioning and unfaithful nucleotide incorporation could have a detrimental effect on the quality of HCV genomes synthesized in subgenomic replicon assays and, hence, significantly affect viral replication. In the context of the current work, we have not been able to show whether the C-terminal regions directly interact with and stabilize NTPi, as UTP binds only at the catalytic site within this crystal form and under the conditions used. The structures of two other de novoinitiating polymerases have shown different modes for stabilizing the NTPi (8, 13) . The structure of an initiation complex of 6 polymerase shows a tyrosine residue in the C-terminal blocking element acting as a stacking platform for the priming nucleotide (8) . However, the structure of bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) polymerase in complex with GTP shows the nucleotide binding in a location adjacent to the catalytic or "C" site (13) . It has been suggested that GTP binds in this position during initiation to stabilize the NTPi. Ferron et al. modeled GTP in a similar position in a model of GB virus C (GBV-C) polymerase (44) and in the HCV NS5B crystal structure and proposed that both of these polymerases use a similar mechanism of nucleotide stabilization. However, the HCV NS5B crystal structure (strain BK, residues 1 to 531) used for GBV-C modeling lacks 55 residues at the C terminus (6), which in turn may cause a significant outward rotation of the thumb domain, as demonstrated by X-ray solution scattering and crystallography (45) . However, the shape of the binding site for the remote "priming" GTP in NS5B-⌬55 (BK) (45) is altered compared to the closed conformation of the NS5B-⌬21/ UTP complex (7), in part explaining why the latter structures show only a single rNTP bound to the initiation site. An atomicresolution crystal structure of the complete ternary complex with template RNA, two rNTPs, and two (or more) metal ions is desperately needed to obtained a more complete picture and a deeper understanding of the intricacies of de novo initiation and RNA elongation.
